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BEYOND THE HERO JUDGE: INSTITUTIONAL REFORM LITIGATION AS LITIGATION

Margo Schlanger*


In 1955, in its second decision in Brown v. Board of Education, the Supreme Court suggested that federal courts might be called upon to engage in long-term oversight of once-segregated schools.3 Through the 1960s, southern resistance pushed federal district and appellate judges to turn that possibility into a reality.4 The impact of this saga on litigation practice extended beyond school desegregation, and even beyond the struggle for African-American equality; through implementation of Brown, the nation’s litigants, lawyers, and judges grew accustomed both to issuance of perma-


7. Speaking generally, prisons are state facilities that house long term felony convicts, whereas jails are county and city facilities that house pre-trial detainees, misdemeanor convicts, and shorter term felony offenders. For examples of jail cases, see cases cited infra note 146.


scribed and defended civil rights injunctive cases in opposition to Lon Fuller’s vision of private dispute resolution by adversarial litigation, and both took as their central concern the role of the judge. The many siblings of Chayes’s and Fiss’s work, and its numerous progeny, have, with some exceptions, shared these two features. Malcolm Feeley and Edward Rubin’s history and analysis of prison reform litigation, Judicial Policy Making and the Modern State: How the Courts Reformed America’s Prisons, is a work in this tradition. Like other scholars since the 1970s concerned with structural reform cases, Feeley and Rubin aim to rebut Fuller by “rethinking the forms and limits of adjudication” (p. 3). And like other scholars since the 1970s, Feeley and Rubin pay most attention to judges, although they narrow the focus even further, to judges’ creation of legal doctrine (albeit broadly defined).

11. See Lon L. Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 353 (1978) (originally written and circulated in 1957); see also Melvin Aron Eisenberg, Participation, Responsiveness, and the Consultative Process: An Essay for Lon Fuller, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 410, 431 (1978) (“The development of public law litigation challenges in an important way Fuller’s view of the limits of litigation. Chayes’s article marks the beginning of an effort to rationalize this development . . .”).


15. Other scholars deal more with judges’ roles in case management and negotiation, and frequently separate remediation from other kinds of decisionmaking. See, e.g., Diver, Judge
Feeley and Rubin use the first fifteen years of systemic prison reform litigation as both context and source for a theoretical description and legitimation of a judicial activity they contrast to interpretation and label policymaking — “the process by which [judges] exercise power on the basis of their judgment that their actions will produce socially desirable results” (p. 5). The purpose of the authors’ “microanalysis” of prison cases is to understand judges and how they are motivated and constrained and to construct a “theory of judicial policy making from the different, complex features that the [prison litigation] example offers.”

Feeley and Rubin’s most basic point is that “judicial policy making [is] a separate judicial function with its own rules, its own methods, and its own criteria for measuring success or failure” (p. 3), and their book proceeds to describe these elements (pp. 380-81).

It is Feeley and Rubin’s grand design to transform our vision of judging and of law by expanding it to include policymaking as well as interpretation. Their subsidiary goals are to describe the history of prison reform litigation in this country; to present a sociological description of the “institutional phenomenology of judicial decision making” (p. 212); to persuade readers that federalism and separation of powers have no normative (and, as a result, little positive) force; and to recast the concept of the rule of law. Succeeding in any of these projects is worth a book; shedding as much light on all of them as the authors do is a major achievement.

The strengths of this work are formidable. It is well written, interesting, nuanced, and erudite. The authors’ account of pre-1960 prison cases (pp. 30-34) is itself a brief but important historical contribution. Their normative analysis of federalism (pp. 171-203) is creative and provocative and has garnered sustained scholarly attention elsewhere. Particularly insightful is the discussion, in the final chapter, of the abiding paradox of litigated prison reform: even if litigation has eliminated the worst abuses — the Tucker tele-

---


phones,\textsuperscript{18} the bread and water diets, the complete failure to provide medical care, and the authorized violence of convict “trusties” assigned to guard and punish other inmates — its outcome may nonetheless not be one that inmates or their advocates would have chosen. As the authors explain,

The modern constitutional prison is a mixed blessing . . . . Conditions and practices are much improved and the constitutionalization of the process assures that these improvements are likely to be permanent. But the mission of prisons and jails remains safety and security by means of a tight system of control. Judicial reform has, on balance, enhanced the ability of officials to pursue this mission: they are now more, not less, effective and efficient. As such, the courts may have contributed to an increased willingness to rely on prisons and even to the increasing oppressiveness that results from the development of supermaximum institutions.\textsuperscript{19}

For all its virtues, however, Feeley and Rubin’s exploration is flawed by two mismatches between the litigation underlying their theory and the theory itself. I take issue, first and probably less significantly, with their strong insistence that the prison cases amount to “policymaking” untethered to the Constitution’s text. The authors consider the Eighth Amendment’s prescription against “cruel and unusual punishments” a basically contentless cipher that acts only to give courts “jurisdiction” over policy disputes (pp. 14, 146); they present in support of this contention evidence that judges presiding over prison cases thought morality and national practice relevant considerations in determining the scope of the Eighth Amendment. They are persuasive on the factual point that morality and national practice played a role in convincing judges to hold some prisons constitutionally liable to inmates, but not on the theo-

\textsuperscript{18} As Feeley and Rubin describe, the Tucker telephone was a torture device used to punish inmates in Arkansas; it was attached by electrodes to a prisoner’s extremities (including his genitals), and guards would use its hand crank to generate electricity. \textit{See} p. 56 n.*.

\textsuperscript{19} P. 375. Based on my experience as a prison and jail litigator (at the U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division), I agree with Feeley and Rubin that, at least, well-conceived and well-executed prison litigation can be instrumental in turning around troubled facilities. It is not this review’s purpose (as it is not Feeley and Rubin’s effort) to evaluate if prison cases have, overall, led to “better” prisons, whether that means facilities that are more humane, safer, more orderly, or more successful at some project such as rehabilitation or deterrence, or whether the costs of any improvements were justified. Such an evaluation would be extraordinarily difficult, both practically and theoretically. \textit{See} pp. 362-66. I would, however, second Feeley and Rubin’s worry that by promoting the comforting idea of the “lawful prison,” the litigation movement may have smoothed the way for ever-harsher sentences and criminal policies and contributed to the current situation, in which our prisons and jails confine over 1.8 million people at last count — 66% of the nation’s total population. \textit{See} Darrell K. Gilliard, \textit{Prison and Jail Inmates at Midyear 1998}, in U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS BULLETIN (March 1999, NCJ 173434) (on June 30, 1998, the nation’s prisons and jails incarcerated approximately 1,802,496 persons); U.S. Bureau of the Census, \textit{Monthly Estimates of the United States Population: April 1, 1980 to May 1, 1999} (internet release June 25, 1999) <http://www.census.gov/population/estimates/nation/intfile1-1.txt> (estimated population on July 1, 1998 was 270,299,000).
retical claim that these liability assessments amounted to something quite different from constitutional interpretation. I think it is quite within the bounds of interpretation, traditionally defined, for judges to read the constitutional words “cruel and unusual” to forbid purposeful (or deliberately indifferent) infliction of pain on prisoners—by torture, starvation, denial of medical care, failure to protect from known dangers of violence from other inmates, or excessive force. For judges to reach this conclusion, in the early 1970s and today, by evaluating what they learn from litigants about conditions in defendants’ facilities in light of a conception of national morality and prison practices, seems similarly reasonable. “Cruel,” after all, is a word with moral content, and “unusual” is best read in a national charter of rights to direct a national comparison. In any event, this dispute is not the focus of this review, because it is indisputable that where judges continued after assessing liability to craft remedial orders, those orders were not similarly “interpretive” of the Constitution. As in most areas of injunctive practice, design of prison remedies requires the kinds of instrumental judgments that we typically label “policy,” as decree-drafters decide how to bring about institutional changes that will ensure that the rights at stake are respected in the future. Even further lessening the impact of this disagreement is that much of what Feeley and Rubin describe as the “rights” announced in the prison cases (p. 320 n.8), I would say were part of the admittedly instrumental “remedies.” For example, where Feeley and Rubin argue that federal judges announced that nonbureaucratic prisons violated the Constitution (pp. 271-90), I would say, rather, that judges more typically first found that certain prisons violated the Constitution, and then imposed bureaucratizing solutions to the problems. So I agree with Feeley and Rubin that the prison cases are sensibly thought of as “policymaking” in part if not in whole.

But Feeley and Rubin’s analysis has a deeper flaw, which is the major subject of this review (following brief summaries of the early history of the litigation and of the authors’ theoretical framework). The history of litigated prison reform reveals it to be an intricate set of interactions framed by the rules of litigation and involving many groups, with varying roles, interests, and constraints. Feeley and Rubin’s theory, however, almost exclusively concerns the sole institution of the judiciary, and even more narrowly, the judicial activity of doctrine creation. The authors fail to assess the significance of the larger context (or, as they might prefer, the “institution”) of the


litigation, and their theory fails to reckon with litigation realities such as the burden of proof; the resources, goals, and strategies of counsel; or the difference between settled and litigated outcomes. Yet these are unmistakably important to the cases. It may be that there are other areas of criminal or civil litigation which have been more exclusively judge-driven (the Fourth Amendment law of policing, perhaps, or abortion law). But Feeley and Rubin ask a question of the prison cases — How do judges make policy? — that these cases, at least, cannot answer. The authors do not engage what is for me not only the more interesting but more appropriate question: How do courts function as an arena of policy disputation?

I. PRISON LITIGATION AND ITS LESSONS

A. History

Feeley and Rubin begin their account with an excellent history of early prison litigation, which I briefly recap here (with supplementation). Until the 1960s, federal judges almost invariably refused to intervene in civil cases about prison conditions or the institutional rules to which federal and state inmates were subjected. In taking this “hands-off” approach, judges explained that the judicial role simply did not encompass prison reform. The

---

22. See pp. 30-37. An isolated early exception was *In re Birdsong*, in which Emory Speer, a federal judge in Georgia, held that a federal prisoner’s Eighth Amendment rights had been violated by a county jailer who chained him by the neck to a grating in his cell at night “so that he could not put his heels to the ground.” 39 F. 599, 602 (S.D. Ga. 1889). Speer ordered the prisoner released from this torture. For biographical information on Judge Speer, a Confederate veteran and a stalwart critic of the slave-like peonage and chain-gang systems under which laborers were forcibly conscripted throughout the South, see Benno C. Schmidt, Jr., *Juries, Jurisdiction, and Race Discrimination: The Lost Promise of Strauder v. West Virginia*, 61 *TEXAS L. REV.* 1401, 1484 (1983); Benno C. Schmidt, Jr., *Principle and Prejudice: The Supreme Court and Race in the Progressive Era. Part 2: The Peonage Cases*, 82 *COLUM. L. REV.* 646, 669-71 (1982) [hereinafter Schmidt, *Peonage Cases*]. A more significant but nonetheless isolated precursor to the cases of the 1960s was *Coffin v. Reichard*, 143 F.2d 443, 444 (6th Cir. 1944), in which an inmate alleged that he was being “subjected to assaults, cruelties and indignities from guards and his co-inmates” and the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the writ of habeas corpus could be granted to remedy unlawful conditions of confinement. The court commented in a much repeated formulation that “[a] prisoner retains all the rights of an ordinary citizen except those expressly, or by necessary implication, taken from him by law.” *Id.* at 445.

23. See pp. 36-37; Note, *Beyond the Ken of the Courts: A Critique of Judicial Refusal to Review the Complaints of Convicts*, 72 *YALE L.J.* 506 (1963) (popularizing the phrase “hands off,” and listing and quoting cases). The language of the hands-off cases emphasized non-interference rather than, as courts had earlier done, that prisoners had no rights to be respected by prison officials. See *Rufin v. Commonwealth*, 62 Va. 790, 796 (1871) (naming prisoners “slave[s] of the State”); *Ex parte Sherwood*, 29 Tex. App. 334, 15 S.W. 812 (Tex. Ct. App. 1890) (same). Thus, in a sense, the hands-off principle was one of “underenforcement” of constitutional norms, rather than rejection of the concept of inmates’ constitutional rights. See Lawrence Gene Sager, *Fair Measure: The Legal Status of Underenforced Constitutional Norms*, 19 *HARV. L. REV.* 1212 (1978) (arguing that courts “underenforce” certain constitutional rights because of institutional concerns like judicial capacity, but that government offi-
first serious hole in the solid barrier of the hands-off policy came in 1941, in *Ex parte Hull*, in which the Supreme Court prohibited prison officials from screening inmates' habeas corpus petitions prior to forwarding them to a court. But while *Hull* allowed pleas for relief from abusive conditions to arrive, in habeas petitions and in other kinds of filed complaints, judges declined to answer those pleas for nearly twenty years. Many of the obstacles to judicial oversight of prisons were doctrinal. Before courts could plausibly undertake to reform prisons, numerous questions had to be resolved: whether and which guarantees of the Bill of Rights govern state as well as federal officials; whether an action for damages or injunctive relief (other than release from prison) could be brought against state or local officials under 42 U.S.C. § 1983; whether inmates would be required to exhaust state remedies prior to bringing such an action. Gradually, these questions did get resolved, each in favor of judicial power, and judges began to intervene, rather than expressing regret that they could not (pp. 34-39).

---

24. 312 U.S. 546 (1941); see also Cochran v. Kansas, 316 U.S. 255 (1941) (state must allow inmates to file appellate papers from prison); Burns v. Ohio, 360 U.S. 252, 257 (1959) (state must allow indigent inmate to file appeal without payment of fees); Smith v. Bennett, 365 U.S. 708 (1961) (same, for habeas petition); Johnson v. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969) (striking down prison regulation prohibiting prisoners from assisting each other with habeas corpus applications and other legal matters); Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 577-80 (1974) (extending protection of jailhouse lawyers to cover assistance in civil rights actions); Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977) (“[T]he . . . right of access to the courts requires prison authorities to assist inmates in the preparation and filing of meaningful legal papers by providing prisoners with adequate law libraries or adequate assistance from persons trained in the law.”).


26. P. 37. See Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 325 (1937) (holding that only those guarantees “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty” are applicable against the states). The Eighth Amendment was not held applicable against the states until 1962, in Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962). For a description of the varying ways the Supreme Court has approached this issue, see Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145 (1968).


28. See Pierce v. La Vallee, 293 F.2d 233 (2d Cir. 1961) (no exhaustion required); Houghton v. Shafer, 392 U.S. 639 (1968) (same).
Two groups of claims in the early 1960s, especially, enlisted court involvement. First, Black Muslim inmates attacked widespread prison policies that denied them access to religious literature, clergy, and services, but granted similar requests by Christians and adherents of other religions. Supported by the Black Muslim organization on the outside, inmates around the country brought lawsuits; they were almost immediately successful in the Supreme Court, which in 1964 handed down a one paragraph per curiam opinion in *Cooper v. Pate*, tersely reversing the Seventh Circuit’s dismissal of one such claim (pp. 37-38). The second group of cases (unmentioned by Feeley and Rubin) was tied directly to the project of desegregating public facilities. In the early to mid-1960s, African Americans, especially in the South, sought to realize in facilities other than schools the desegregative promise of *Brown v. Board of Education*. Correctional facilities were not exempt from that effort; civil rights plaintiffs and lawyers targeted them both in omnibus suits seeking to desegregate a range of public facilities, and in


33. See Wood v. Vaughan, 209 F. Supp. 106 (W.D. Va. 1962) (omnibus suit seeking to desegregate all public facilities in Lynchburg, Virginia, including the city jails); Coleman v. Aycock, 304 F. Supp. 132 (N.D. Miss. 1969) (granting injunction requiring desegregation of county jail in Belzoni, Mississippi, in lawsuit “encompass[ing] practically all public facilities operated by the county and city and many of the services rendered by the municipality”); Palmer v. Thompson, 391 F.2d 324 (5th Cir. 1967) (denying standing as to the city jail in Jackson, Mississippi, to noninmate African-American citizens bringing omnibus public facilities desegregation suit), adhered to without comment on rehg. en banc, 419 F.2d 1222 (5th Cir. 1969), affd. on other grounds, 403 U.S. 217 (1971). The lawyers in these cases were generally very involved in civil rights matters, but not (so far as I can tell), affiliated with any kind of national organization with an overall litigating strategy. Indeed, the general counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, the principal institutional national desegregation litigator, did not think that omnibus suits were likely to be effective. See Jack Greenberg, Crusaders in the Courts: How a Dedicated Band of Lawyers Fought For the Civil Rights Revolution 352-53 (1994) [hereinafter Greenberg, Crusaders].
But it was not until later in the 1960s that federal judges began to move beyond claims about in-prison violation of generally applicable constitutional guarantees (such as the Equal Protection Clause or the First Amendment) and to entertain seriously the claim that the Eighth Amendment’s prescription against “cruel and unusual punishments” might provide a judicially enforceable right to at least minimally adequate prison conditions. The first such cases involved prison discipline — corporal punishment and conditions in disciplinary isolation — presumably because these were easiest to conceptualize as “punishment” separable from the sentence of incarceration.35 But soon, faced with sometimes untested proof of brutal and unhealthful jail and prison environments not just in isolation cells but throughout facilities, judges began to find that such conditions also violated the constitutional rights of inmates36 and to issue injunctive orders requiring remediation of the unconstitutional practices. The first case to require wholesale reform of a prison occurred in Arkansas, where by 1970 a federal district judge undertook to reform not just one institution, but the


35. See, e.g., Jordan v. Fitzharris, 257 F. Supp. 674 (N.D. Cal. 1966) (finding that conditions in isolation constituted cruel and unusual punishment); Wright v. McMann, 257 F. Supp. 739 (N.D.N.Y. 1966) (denying relief on similar claim), revd., 387 F.2d 519, 521-26 (2d Cir. 1967), on remand, 321 F. Supp. 127 (N.D.N.Y. 1970), aff’d, in part and rev’d, in part, 460 F.2d 126 (2d Cir. 1972); Jackson v. Bishop, 404 F.2d 571, 579-80 (8th Cir. 1968) (holding confinement in “strip cell” for prison rule violations unconstitutional because disproportional to offense); cf. Johnson v. Glick, 481 F.2d 1028 (2d Cir. 1973) (Friendly, J.) (discussing scope of Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause’s application to prison conditions, and analyzing previous cases).

36. Convicts’ Eighth Amendment protections correspond to similar protections for pretrial detainees provided by the Fourteenth Amendment. See Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651, 671 n.40 (1977) (“Eighth Amendment scrutiny is appropriate only after the State has complied with the constitutional guarantees traditionally associated with criminal prosecutions. . . . Where the State seeks to impose punishment without such an adjudication, the pertinent constitutional guarantee is the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.”).

suits focusing on jails and prison more particularly.34
entire penal system (p. 39). Arkansas had a fairly small system: just two facilities, one for blacks and one for whites, housing a total of about 1600 inmates.\textsuperscript{37} But the case, \textit{Holt v. Sarver},\textsuperscript{38} augured a nationwide flood of class-action lawsuits leading to major court orders requiring reform in such areas as housing conditions, security, medical care, mental health care, sanitation, nutrition, and exercise.\textsuperscript{39} By 1984 (the first year for which data are accessible), 24\% of the nation’s 903 state prisons (including at least one in each of forty-three states and the District of Columbia) reported to the federal Bureau of Justice Statistics that they were operating under a court order. In 1983 (the first year these data exist for jails), 15\% of the nation’s 3338 jails (including at least one in all but two of the forty-five states that had jails, and the District of Columbia) reported court orders.\textsuperscript{40} Litigants had been particularly active — or particularly successful — in large facilities: the prisons under court order housed 42\% of the nation’s state prisoners, and the jails under court order housed 44\% of the nation’s jail inmates, and for both jails and state prisons, about half of the nation’s largest facilities were under court order.\textsuperscript{41}

The series of Arkansas cases that led up to \textit{Holt}, and \textit{Holt} itself, are the subject of the first of five “case studies” Feeley and Rubin

\textsuperscript{37} See \textit{NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION \& STATISTICS SERVICE, U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE, NO. SD-NPS-PSF-1, PRISONERS IN STATE AND FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS FOR ADULT FELONS ON DECEMBER 31, 1971, 1972, AND 1973, at 12 tbl.1 (1975)}. The total number of prisoners in custody in the nation was 198,000; Arkansas ranked 32nd in number of prisoners, and 22nd in incarceration rate per 1000 population. \textit{Id.} at 18 tbl.4.


\textsuperscript{39} Concurrently, courts frequently began to find that prison disciplinary procedures (or their absence) violated the Due Process Clause. The landmark prison due process case in the lower courts was \textit{Landman v. Royster}, 333 F. Supp. 621 (E.D. Va. 1971); \textit{see also Wolff v. McDonnell}, 418 U.S. 539 (1974).


\textsuperscript{41} In 1983, 175 jails (5\% of all jails), each with average daily population over 257, housed 50\% of the nation’s total jail population; of these jails 92 (53\%) reported court orders. In 1984, 105 prisons (12\% of all state prisons), each with average daily population over 991, housed 50\% of the nation’s total state prison population; of these prisons 52 (50\%) reported a court order. Data are derived from \textit{BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, 1983 JAIL CENSUS, supra note 40}; \textit{BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, 1984 PRISON CENSUS, supra note 40}. 
include in their early chapters to deepen their description of the prison reform cases (pp. 51-79). The second case study is of the *Ruiz* litigation, which concerns the mammoth Texas prison system (pp. 80-95). The authors also provide descriptions of *Ramos v. Lamm*, which shut down Colorado’s “Old Max” maximum security prison (pp. 96-111), *Branson v. Winter*, a California state court litigation about conditions in the Santa Clara County jails (pp. 111-28), and a series of cases about conditions and policies at the United States Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois (pp. 128-43). As with all case studies, it is difficult to know how representative these are in any given respect. Nonetheless, the case studies are useful and concrete descriptions of a varied set of reform litigations.

**B. Policymaking**

When Feeley and Rubin talk about “prison reform cases,” they mean the kinds of cases that are discussed in their five case studies — injunctive actions brought pursuant to the Eighth Amendment. They summarize the course of the litigation movement:

42. When *Ruiz* began, it was captioned *Ruiz v. Estelle*. It remains an ongoing litigation, and (at the time this review went to press) most recently appeared in the reporters as *Ruiz v. Johnson*, 37 F. Supp.2d 855 (S.D. Tex. 1999); see id. at 862-69 for a description of the procedural history.


45. Indeed, we know that the Arkansas litigation, as the first wholesale reform case, and the Texas litigation, as the largest and one “more troublesome” than most, Malcolm M. Feeley & Roger A. Hanson, *The Impact of Judicial Intervention on Prisons and Jails: A Framework for Analysis and a Review of the Literature, in COURTS, CORRECTIONS, AND THE CONSTITUTION: THE IMPACT OF JUDICIAL INTERVENTION ON PRISONS AND JAILS 12, 21 (John J. DiIulio, Jr. ed., 1990)*, are not representative. This, of course, is not lost on Feeley and Rubin. See pp. 28-29. Also, of the five case studies, all but the Santa Clara case included judicial resolution of the question of liability, a litigation record that is highly unusual. See infra text accompanying notes 66-72; see also Feeley & Hanson, supra, at 42 (calling for “more careful research” that does not “rest[ ] on a limited number of cases, not necessarily representative of the world at large”).

This massive intervention into state corrections was an act of judicial policy making. Over the course of a single decade, the federal courts fashioned a comprehensive set of judicially enforceable rules for the governance of American prisons. They derived these rules from existing correctional literature, sociology, and their own perceptions of political morality. Such a new code of legal rules, inspired by general moral and empirical considerations and derived from a model that had been hovering near but had not yet appeared upon any accepted agenda, is a typical product of the policy-making process, not very different from a statute or an administrative regulation. [pp. 13-14]

Although Feeley and Rubin make some extravagant assertions about the uniqueness of the prison reform cases, naming them “the most striking example of judicial policy making in modern America” (p. 13), and “the high-water mark of judicial policy making” (p. 336), they nonetheless use the cases as exemplars of what they argue is a less unusual process. They posit that “the prison reform cases represent a standard mode of judicial action, that is, policy making of the same kind that the legislature or the executive pursues” (p. 146). The authors then attempt both a general description and general justification of such policymaking.

Feeley and Rubin conceptualize the judicial practice of policymaking as having four parts: problem, goal, solution, and implementation:

**Problem and goal:** The authors argue that policymaking activity by the federal judiciary is triggered by a perceived problem — specifically, a conflict between judges’ role, or their understanding of what the current law requires or allows, and their own moral beliefs (pp. 161-62). But such a conflict is sufficient to prompt judges to engage in policymaking, the authors add, only when the judges feel their moral beliefs to be widely, and nationally, shared (p. 352). In the prison cases, Feeley and Rubin argue, the major trigger to the earliest judicial action was the discrepancy between southern prison systems and those elsewhere (pp. 150-58). By 1965, the “plantation” prisons of the South were simply no longer morally acceptable
to federal judges, who had grown accustomed to their part as foot soldiers in the “wide-ranging, nationally initiated attack on southern institutions that took place in the decades following World War II” (p. 159). The goal of the judges’ policymaking followed naturally from the perceived problem, Feeley and Rubin argue: the judiciary sought to impose national norms on state prisons, to stamp out the problematic variation.48

**Solution:** When judges make policy, the authors say, they do so by creating new legal doctrine (pp. 204-96). There are important constraints on this process, which come from the institutional structure of the judiciary and from judges’ felt institutional roles. First, judicial policymaking must be allowed by an affirmative grant of “jurisdiction” from a constitutional or statutory source; in the prison cases, the Eighth Amendment served this function (p. 206). In addition, doctrine creation is constrained by the need of each judge to operate in a way generally consistent with the broader legal discourse and persuasive and attractive to other judges.49

What is required, the authors argue, is a “coordinating idea” — one that “can be communicated to, and followed by, a large number of dispersed individuals within the judiciary” (p. 242). Only ideas that are simple, clear, and incrementally connected or related to existing legal doctrine have sufficient appeal for members of the role-bound group that forms the federal judiciary to become successful “coordinating ideas.”50 In the prison reform cases, Feeley and Rubin argue, the coordinating idea developed by judges was the concept of the “moral, legally justifiable prison” (p. 239). More particularly, the authors contend, judges adopted a two-prong solution to the policy problem created by southern prisons (and later applied this

---

48. See pp. 162-71. The authors contend that this kind of judicial imposition of national norms would seem to run headlong into the obstacle of federalist constraints on federal power. See pp. 171-203. But, they argue, “[i]f hundreds of federal judges were willing to reject federalism, they must have perceived or sensed that this principle is not as hallowed as our public rhetoric suggests.” P. 177. The authors conclude, after sustained attention, that, “[i]n fact, what is wrong with federalism is that it has become obsolete.” Id. For scholarly reactions to the authors’ antifederalism arguments, see sources cited supra note 17.

49. Pp. 226-52. The authors concede that their description of doctrinal creation, which does not include any determinative guidelines for any judge who is making doctrine, runs headlong into some concepts of “the rule of law.” Specifically, they note that it conflicts with a conceptualization of the rule of law that requires that “government in all its actions is bound by rules fixed and announced before — rules which make it possible to foresee with fair certainty how authority will use its coercive powers in given circumstances.” P. 347 (quoting F.A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom 80 (15th ed. 1994)). But Feeley and Rubin argue that this concept of the rule of law, is, like any concept of federalism as a constraint on judicial power, outdated. Instead, “[a] modern version of the rule of law . . . incorporates the concept of constraint, but jettisons the idea that the constraint must necessarily consist of fixed, preestablished rules. To locate the sources of constraint, we must examine contemporary attitudes and governmental arrangements.” P. 350.

50. This section of the book was published, in somewhat different form, as Edward Rubin & Malcolm Feeley, Creating Legal Doctrine, 69 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1989 (1996).
solution to nonsouthern prisons): requiring, first, that prisons be
designed to further rehabilitation of the prisoner, and second, that
they be bureaucratically organized, capable of declaring, imple-
menting, and observing the implementation of policy changes.

Implementation: Once judges have made policy by creating doc-
trine, say Feeley and Rubin, they must implement that policy (pp.
297-335). Indeed, the authors name “administrative implementa-
tion” “an integral aspect of the policy-making process” (p. 299).
Moreover, it is “probably the single most controversial” part (p.
299). In the prison cases, Feeley and Rubin argue, it was because
the very “notion of prisoners’ rights was simply incomprehensible”
to many wardens who thought of inmates as “slaves of the state” (p.
301) that judicial implementation was so “decisive[ ] and compre-
hensive[ ]” (p. 299). Judges got drawn into undertaking a “type of
organizational therapy whose purpose was to transform the institu-
tion’s collective understanding of itself” (p. 302). The two principal
strategies they used were familiar administrative methods: imposi-
tion of standards (pp. 303-07) and appointment of “special mas-
ters,” as a sort of administrative staff, used in appropriately diverse
ways: “as informants, always, as consultants and advisors to the
tractable, and as supervisors or punishers of the intransigent.”

Having surveyed the components of judicial policymaking both
in the prison cases and more generally, Feeley and Rubin next place
such policymaking in the broader context of modern attitudes
about government. They argue that the courts’ actions in the prison
cases exemplify what they see as the modern conception of the role
of government, in which “[t]he state is held responsible for social
problems and is expected to combat them by developing new gov-
ernmental programs” (p. 23). The method we as a polity have cho-
sen for government to carry out its new duties is administrative —
“the conscious, coordinated effort of a central authority that repre-
sents our entire political community” (p. 343). To tell judges that
they may not make policy, or to require them to be constrained by
structural principles of federalism and separation of powers, “par-
ticularly when other branches have abandoned them, [would] sim-
ply exclude[ ] the courts from the modern governmental process”
(p. 344). Feeley and Rubin conclude it would be descriptively silly,
and normatively wrong, to believe courts are appropriately ex-
cluded in this way. Instead, we should acknowledge that “[w]hile
certain disadvantages attend their [policymaking] efforts . . . the
courts have certain strengths as well, and are fully able to function
in this dominant mode of modern governmental action” (p. 388).

II. BEYOND THE JUDICIARY: THE LITIGATEDNESS OF
LITIGATED REFORM

As is evident from the above description, Judicial Policy Making
and the Modern State “really combines two different books,”\textsuperscript{52} the
first about litigated prison reform, and the second about judicial
policymaking. In a recent review, Donald Dripps comments that
the second book is not completely justified by the first — that is,
that the facts of court-supervised prison reform as Feeley and
Rubin present them don’t fully support their claims about the
desuetude of federalism and separation of powers, and their recon-
ceptualization of the constraint imposed by the rule of law.\textsuperscript{53} My
criticism goes deeper: it is that the authors’ theory obscures rather
than illuminates the facts. Feeley and Rubin’s theoretical vision is
so tightly focused on judges and doctrinal creation that they seem
nearly blind to most of the other relevant players and the rules and
contours of other types of court action. This defect mars their ac-
count both of litigated prison reform in particular and of litigation
as a realm of policy disputation and resolution in general. Obvi-
ously, it is beyond the scope of this review to complete the picture.
But

I can offer some, limited, description of how the first generation
of prison cases were shaped not only by judicial doctrine creation,
but also by the identity, goals, resources, and strategies of some
of the nonjudicial participants,\textsuperscript{54} and by the forms and rules of liti-

\textsuperscript{52} Donald A. Dripps, \textit{Prisons, Public Policy, and Legal Theory} (reviewing Judicial Policy
Making and the Modern State), 2 \textit{JURIST BOOKS-ON-LAW} No. 5 (May 1999) <http://
www.jurist.law.pitt.edu/lawbooks/reviews.htm>.

\textsuperscript{53} Id.

\textsuperscript{54} My approach builds on the work of Colin Diver. In a 1979 article, Diver writes of
structural reform litigation as a “component of the continuous political bargaining process
that determines the shape and content of public policy,” Diver, \textit{Judge as Powerbroker}, supra
note 12, at 45. He begins by discussing the rules of litigation, and the non-judicial players in
the cases, \textit{id}. at 64-76. But this description simply sets the scene for Diver’s analysis of the
ways in which “institutional reform litigation . . . presents the power-conscious trial judge
with numerous opportunities to influence directly the distribution of effective power within
the institutional defendant,” \textit{id}. at 88, and of the factors contributing to and limiting the
legitimacy of such a role. Thus the judge stays at the center of the inquiry.

For a discussion of \textit{individual} inmate litigation that seeks to broaden the prevalent focus
on judges and to cover other “players and processes,” see \textit{THOMAS, PRISONER LITIGATION,
supra} note 29, at 155–90, especially \textit{id}. at 155 (“The general image promoted of processing
prisoner litigation by media accounts and implied by critics entails a two-stage process: the
prisoner writes the story, and then sends it to the judge who decides the case. This image
promotes only a two-stop tour, the first offering a cursory glimpse of the prisoner’s story-
I look especially at two topics — settlement and plaintiffs’ counsel. Feeley and Rubin mention both in some of their case studies, but not in their proffered interpretation and theoretical account of the prison cases and of judicial policymaking more generally.

**Settlement.** The rules governing entry of various types of contested federal court orders set up substantial limits on the discretion of trial judges. Before awarding damages in a case, for example, a trial judge must articulate the applicable legal rules of liability and damages (subject to de novo appellate review), and she must base her decision on what she believes are the most likely facts in light of record evidence (generally subject to more deferential appellate review). Before issuing an injunction against a governmental entity, a trial judge must, likewise, articulate and apply a rule of liability. In addition, moreover, the injunction is subject to far more substantial limitations than the award of damages. It must simultaneously “so far as possible eliminate the [unconstitutional] effects of the past as well as bar like [unconstitutionality] in the future,” and yet be “no broader than necessary” to accomplish this end. Appellate policing of the trial judges’ chosen balance between cure and intrusion is deferential, but the trial judges’ obligation to attempt the contradictory task exists nonetheless.

Until 1996, when Congress rewrote the rules for cases about the conditions of confinement in prisons, jails, and juvenile facilities,
all this changed when a court handed down its order as part of a settled outcome. By settling, the parties preempted the need for the judge to make liability findings, issue remedial orders, or both. Settlements do not require formal proof or legal argument. When parties settle remedial issues in a civil rights injunctive suit they usually submit their agreement to the court in the form of a proposed court order; on adoption by the court the settlement becomes enforceable by and against the parties to the same extent as contested orders based on pleadings, briefs, and record evidence. Such consent decrees have frequently incorporated terms that a judge could not lawfully include in a contested order. In addition, consent decrees are more permanent than contested orders. And while judges were not supposed to (and did not quite) rubber stamp consent decrees, the pre-1996 rules governing acceptance of a prison or jail conditions consent decree by a trial judge were far from strict. A decree needed only “spring from and serve to resolve a dispute within the court’s subject-matter jurisdiction[,] . . . ‘com[e] within the general scope of the case made by the pleadings,’ and . . . further the objectives of the law upon which the complaint was based.” Finally, a judge must examine any settlement of a class action litigation to guard against the possibility that plaintiffs’ counsel have sold out some or all of their clients’ interests too cheap.

The ordinary litigation incentives favoring settlement operate strongly for parties and judges in structural reform cases. Settle-

---

61. See Local Number 93, Intl. Assn. of Firefighters v. City of Cleveland, 478 U.S. 501, 525 (1986) (“[A] federal court is not necessarily barred from entering a consent decree merely because the decree provides broader relief than the court could have awarded after a trial.”).

62. Courts must, on a motion by a party, alter a contested injunction to respond to subsequent changes in law. See Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & Belmont Bridge Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 421, 431-32 (1855). By contrast, consent decrees generally are amended only where there has been a significant and unanticipated change in fact or law; even when such a change occurs, a consent decree should not be rewritten to “conform[ ] to the constitutional floor.” Rufo v. Inmates of the Suffolk County Jail, 502 U.S. 367, 389-91 (1992). Note, however, that in institutional reform cases, the standard for termination of contested and consent judgments is generally the same — compliance. See Board of Educ. of Oklahoma City v. Dowell, 498 U.S. 237, 246-49 (1991). But see Prison Litigation Reform Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3626(b)(1), (b)(3) (changing this rule in prison, jail, and juvenile corrections cases by requiring court termination of any litigated or consent judgment, on motion by a party, if the relief is no longer necessary to remedy a current and ongoing constitutional violation).


64. Firefighters, 478 U.S. at 525 (citation omitted).

65. That is, the judge must find that the action satisfies the requirements for class disposition, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, including that there are no intra-class conflicts, see Amchem Prods. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 621-28 (1997), and must declare the settlement “fair, adequate, and reasonable.” Officers for Justice v. Civil Service Commn., 688 F.2d 615, 625 (9th Cir. 1982) (describing this formulation as the “universally applied standard”). This second standard is a judicial gloss on the requirement set out in Fed. R. CIV. P. 23(e) that “[a] class action shall not be dismissed or compromised without the approval of the court.”
ment saves the enormous expense and uncertainty of trial and appeal, and it gives the parties augmented control over the specifics of a remedy. More speculatively, defendants who agree to a decree may transform themselves in the eyes of the public, and even in their own eyes, from “lawbreakers to law implementers.” And there are also more situation-specific incentives. Plaintiffs or their counsel, and judges, may push especially hard for settlement if they believe that necessary institutional change requires the cooperation of the defendants, which is more easily obtained by consent than by judicial fiat. Another frequently remarked dynamic favoring settlement in institutional reform cases, duly noted by Feeley and Rubin, is the high level of cooperation by defendants (pp. 59-62, 116, 373-74, 378). The explanation seems clear: defendants, who are government officials operating under fiscal and political constraints, frequently win by losing. The result of a consent decree can be more resources and freedom from entrenched restrictions on changes in policy and practice. “The court is making me do it” trumps many ordinary political considerations. In the particular context of prison litigation, defendants were often themselves interested in the professionalization, and concurrent bureaucratization, of the prisons under their supervision. Finally, with a consent decree, defendant officials can even gain a power, unavailable through the ordinary political process, to bind their successors. For all these reasons, settlements of various kinds do indeed seem to be the primary source of judgments in prison and jail cases; the litiga-
tion has frequently been, to use Marc Galanter’s coinage, “litigotiation” — “the strategic pursuit of a settlement through mobilizing the court process.”

Of course, that the parties are able to reach agreement on all or part of the questions of liability or initial remedy does not mean that the case is over, or that contested litigation ceases. Enforcement is where the action is, in corrections as in other complex mandatory injunction cases, and a case can settle easily but be hard-fought post-judgment. Even a judge who was not involved during settlement negotiations may become a central actor during enforcement. Moreover, judges frequently do play a substantive role in encouraging and crafting complex settlements of all kinds, including consent decrees, both actively and indirectly through the parties’ surmises or knowledge about a judge’s substantive inclinations. But even so, no consent judgment is the pure result of judicial decisionmaking. Decrees develop out of the complex interplay of the judges’ promotion of settlement and the parties’ expectations.
tions as to the outcome of litigation and varying stakes and information. A “microanalysis” of cases that looks chiefly at judicial doctrine creation fails to notice the significant explanatory value of these crucial factors.

Feeley and Rubin do comment on the pre-judgment settlement of one of their five case studies, noting that the sheriff of the Alameda County jail “helped write specifications into the consent decree that went well beyond anything the court would have ordered” (p. 363). But none of their other featured cases settled without a judicial determination of liability, which probably makes them quite unusual. And, correspondingly, the authors’ theoretical account simply does not incorporate settlement as a concern. It seems unlikely that this omission is mere oversight — settlement is too obvious and remarked a feature of institutional reform litigation. Perhaps it was their very desire to legitimate judges as policymakers that led Feeley and Rubin to slight aspects of the prison cases in which judges were so far from being the lone policy mouthpieces. If the “policy” embodied in a court decree is the result of a complex interaction between the parties and other political players, the judge, and the rules of litigation, it does not look like the kind of independent, principled, reasoned elaboration that the strongest defenders of judicial action highlight. (On the other hand, perhaps its legitimacy as policy is enhanced, because it was not imposed on the polity but came out of the negotiations and consent of democratically accountable officials.) Whatever the source of the theoretical lacuna, the prison cases simply do not support Feeley and Rubin’s single-minded consideration of how judges act when they decide cases and originate remedies; understanding the cases calls for analysis of the other ways court judgments and outcomes are derived, along with an assessment of the differing contours and relative importance of contested judgments and settlements.

Plaintiffs’ Counsel. Similarly, Feeley and Rubin do describe at least some of the parties and their lawyers, in the case studies and in

---


their final chapter, but they omit these nonjudicial actors from their judge-centered theoretical framework. This omission obviously compounds the authors’ failure to take account of the prevalence of settlement, because the litigants necessarily have an overwhelming effect on the shape of settled outcomes. But non-judicial parties are important to understanding fully litigated cases, as well. I focus here on plaintiffs’ lawyers, a particularly crucial set of players because our system of procedure makes the plaintiff, by counsel, “master of the suit.” 80 In particular, the rules of litigation largely confine judicial response to the record developed and the arguments presented by the parties; for a plaintiff’s judgment, there must be a connection between the order a court issues, and the claims, evidence, and requested relief plaintiffs’ counsel submits. Thus, unlike efforts to urge new executive or legislative policy, litigation gives those seeking change a formal and unique ability to shape the contest. In addition, class-action litigation creates a particularly distant relationship between the real parties in interest (here, the prisoners) and their champions (class counsel). 81 Accordingly, the identity, priorities, litigating strategies, and resources of plaintiffs’ counsel have been of great importance to the shape and success of litigated prison reform. 82 The district judges who eventually oversaw the litigated reform of prisons could decide the cases, if those cases did not settle. But judges could not easily (or appropriately) put together the evidentiary records needed to survive an appeal, and they did not, in fact, themselves invent the legal theories underlying their decisions. Rather, they generally acted by


81. Nonlawyers may represent themselves in individual lawsuits, but statutory bans on the practice of law by nonlawyers mean that only lawyers may represent other people, so only lawyers may serve as class counsel in a class action. Once appointed as class counsel, a lawyer is ethically obligated to serve the interests of the entire class, not any individual member in it; given the difficulty of ascertaining what a class of people as diverse as inmates actually wants, this means that even a lawyer who seeks direction from the class (as many lawyers do not) is somewhat on his or her own. See Deborah L. Rhode, Class Conflicts in Class Actions, 34 Stan. L. Rev. 1183 (1982).

82. See Alvin J. Bronstein, Prisoners and Their Endangered Rights, Prison J., Mar. 1985, at 3, 11 (“[I]t is likely that cases will succeed or fail not on the basis of how unconstitutional the conditions are, but on the basis of how resourceful the lawyers and experts are.”); Joel F. Handler, Social Movements and the Legal System: A Theory of Law Reform and Social Change 35 tbl.1.6 (1978) [hereinafter Handler, Social Movements] (identifying numerous characteristics of law reform groups that bear on the probability of success in their reform efforts, including their size, funding, institutional affiliation, technical expertise, and political resources); Wayne N. Welsh, Counties in Court: Jail overcrowding and Court-Ordered Reform 40-41, 49-53, 62-63, 79 (1995) (analyzing the difference in the profile of jail reform litigation conducted by different types of plaintiffs’ counsel); see also Sturm, Lawyers at the Prison Gates, supra note 13 (examining characteristics, strategies, and interests of various groups of plaintiffs’ counsel in correctional cases, including the ACLU National Prison Project, the Youth Law Center, legal services organizations, law firms, and law school clinics).
following a path proposed by plaintiffs’ counsel and by building on the foundation laid at trial.

It is true, as Feeley and Rubin set out (pp. 59, 61, 81, 100), that reform-minded judges sometimes initiated the early prison cases, usually by turning the individual petitions of one or more inmates into the basis of a class action. But even in such circumstances, the judges began by appointing appropriate lawyers (frequently hand-picking them for their expertise), and then quickly resumed the traditional stance of arbiter rather than originator. Federal District Judge William Wayne Justice started the *Ruiz* litigation in Texas by consolidating several inmate petitions, including at least one by a well known inmate “writ writer.” He explained fifteen years later that the purpose of his next step — choosing a skilled and aggressive plaintiffs’ lawyer for the inmates — was to put the job of developing the inmates’ case back in counsel’s hands, to “accord with the goals and aspirations of our adversarial system of justice.”

To assess the contribution of plaintiffs’ lawyers in the early prison cases, one must first understand their background as participants in the civil rights movement. Feeley and Rubin state elliptically that “the basic relationship between the civil rights movement and prison reform is causal” (p. 159), but they do not, in fact, discuss the civil rights *movement*. Rather, they spend a page or two describing a series of judicial actions — doctrinal developments that “were part of the effort to secure decent treatment for black citizens in general” (p. 159), and *Brown v. Board of Education*, to which they ascribe a metaphysical impact:

> [T]he case that was most important for placing prison reform on the judicial agenda was *Brown* itself, whose moral message was the fountainhead of our postwar constitutional jurisprudence. . . . [*Brown’s*] real meaning was that America would finally fulfill the broken promise of its founding, that the full panoply of rights would be extended to everyone, including the people it had formerly enslaved. [p. 160]

The authors do not find *Brown’s* specific antisegregation holding terribly important in the prison context (p. 160), but focus instead on its transformative moral message, which “produce[d] a sort of legal epiphany for federal judges” (p. 160). What Feeley and Rubin leave out are the complex and much less judge-focused ways in which the civil rights movement contributed to the commencement and early history of litigated prison reform. The civil rights movement as a whole both depended on and spurred the project of litigation as an engine of social change, and prison litigation was a small piece of this larger project.


Civil rights lawyers got involved in the prison cases in a variety of ways. A number of the lawyers who represented plaintiffs in the core cases of the movement — school desegregation, voting rights, criminal defense of civil rights protestors, and the like — started doing prison litigation after, in a sense, “follow[ing] their clients into jail.”85 The NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund (the organization, often called “LDF” or the “Inc. Fund,” that represented African Americans in many of the well known litigation efforts of the civil rights era)86 was the first national group to become heavily involved in attempts to reform prisons through litigation. In one early foray into prison litigation, LDF lawyers brought damage actions over the treatment of civil rights protesters in Mississippi’s notorious Parchman farm prison. The same lawyers subsequently brought Gates v. Collier,87 a broad-gauged reform litigation challenging segregation and conditions at Parchman.88 More generally, LDF’s initiation of prison litigation was part of its major effort in the mid-1960s to expand the organization’s docket beyond explicitly racial claims to cases relating to poverty, crime, and related issues.89 Starting in the late 1960s, LDF frequently asked its cooperating attorneys to handle prison cases90 and quickly became a significant force, coordinating the litigation of new legal theories and the development of evidence to support them. By 1975, it had a docket of more than fifty jail and prison cases. Around 1977,

85. David J. Rothman, Decarcerating Prisoners and Patients, 1 CIV. LIBERTIES REV. 8, 14 (1973). My interpretation here accords more generally with Rothman’s; he writes that “[t]he chronicle of many prisoners’ rights lawyers appears in their movement from civil rights litigation to contesting prison segregation to arguing the constitutionality of prison practices.” Id.; see also Francis B. Stevens & John L. Maxey, II, Representing the Unrepresented: A Decennial Report on Public-Interest Litigation in Mississippi, 44 Miss. L.J. 333, 333-34 (1973) (attributing the onset of litigated reform of Mississippi institutions to the new availability of public interest representation).

86. See Greenberg, Crusaders, supra note 33.

87. 501 F.2d 1291 (5th Cir. 1974).


89. See Greenberg, Crusaders, supra note 33, at 430-60 (discussing broad set of LDF initiatives funded by a Ford Foundation grant).

90. “Cooperation” was an arrangement where lawyers would agree to handle civil rights cases with some financial support, direction, and advice from LDF. See Robert L. Rabin, Lawyers for Social Change: Perspectives on Public Interest Law, 28 STAN. L. REV. 207, 216-18 (1976). For example, Sanford Bishop (now a member of Congress) was a young lawyer from Georgia who had received an LDF-initiated fellowship for African Americans at historically white law schools in the South. After working for LDF for a year in New York, he went back to Georgia, where he worked on LDF’s cases. It was at LDF’s request that he took on the Georgia prison litigation. Guthrie v. Evans, Civ. A. No. 3068 (S.D. Ga. filed Sept. 1972), contempt motion settled, 93 F.R.D. 390, 391-93 (S.D. Ga. 1981) (describing procedural history). See Bradley Stewart Chilton, Prisons Under the Gavel: The Federal Court Takeover of Georgia Prisons 22-23 (1991); Greenberg, Crusaders, supra note 33, at 458, 601.
however, when the staff lawyers responsible for the cases left LDF, it essentially ended its prison and jail litigation efforts.91 Joining LDF in the early days of litigated prison reform was the American Civil Liberties Union.92 The ACLU was plaintiffs’ counsel for at least two of the major prison desegregation lawsuits in the late 1960s,93 but its lawyers did not start doing broader prison conditions suits for several years. By 1971, the ACLU supported two small prison litigation projects.94 After the Attica riot, that year,95 the public — and, crucially, philanthropic foundations — showed increased interest in prison conditions.96 In 1972, the foundations funding the ACLU’s two small projects proposed merging them; the ACLU’s National Prison Project was the result.97 The Prison Project immediately became a force in the national litigated reform movement, serving as counsel in a state-wide prison case in Alabama, and then in cases in Rhode Island, Tennessee, and New Mexico. It has remained the leading national inmates’ litigator.98


92. On the importance of the ACLU to the origins of contemporary public interest law, see Rabin, supra note 90, at 209-14.


94. One, in Buffalo, New York, was founded by law professor Herman Schwartz, and funded by the Playboy Foundation; it dealt primarily with issues at the Attica state prison both before and after the riot there in September 1971. The other was founded by civil rights lawyer Philip Hirschkop, in Virginia, and funded by the Stern Family Fund and the Field Foundation. It focused on the Virginia penal system. Telephone Interview with former ACLU National Prison Project Executive Director Alvin J. Bronstein (Dec. 21, 1998) [hereinafter Bronstein interview].

95. In September 1971, after an uprising by inmates at New York’s Attica prison, state officials regained control in an armed attack that killed 29 inmates and 10 of the (previously unharmed) officer hostages. See generally NEW YORK STATE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ATTICA, ATTICA: THE OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE NEW YORK STATE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ATTICA (1972); TOM WICKER, A TIME TO DIE: THE ATTICA PRISON REVOLT (1975). Attica captured the imagination of the public (Wicker’s book was on the New York Times Best Seller List for 40 weeks), catalyzed a season of prison disturbances and years of foundation support for prison reform work, and inspired a generation of prison lawyers. It remains the most famous of American prison disturbances. See, e.g., id.; Alvin J. Bronstein, Reform Without Change: The Future of Prisoners’ Rights, CIV. LIBERTIES REV., Sept.-Oct. 1977, at 27, 32.

96. The National Prison Project was funded at its start by the Field Foundation, the Stern Family Fund, and the Playboy Foundation; it soon gained more ample support from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, and was, in fact, Clark’s largest grantee for a time. Bronstein interview, supra note 94. On the importance of foundations in building a support structure for law reform litigation, see, for example, CHARLES R. EPP, THE RIGHTS REVOLUTION: LAWYERS, ACTIVISTS, AND SUPREME COURTS IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE 58-59 (1998) [hereinafter EPP, THE RIGHTS REVOLUTION].

97. Bronstein interview, supra note 94.

Finally, other “public interest” lawyers handled prison cases as well—especially lawyers from the large array of new legal services offices that received federal funding starting in 1965. Although the Reagan budget cuts of 1981 reduced their involvement, legal services offices were important players in the first years of the litigated reform movement; they were regular, if not leading, litigators of prison cases, and the primary litigators of jail cases around the country. In 1996, Congress basically ended the role of legal services programs in prison reform by prohibiting use of federal legal services funding for class action litigation and the representation of prisoners.

99. On the profile of the “public interest law industry” in the 1970s, see Joel F. Handler, Betsy Ginsberg, & Arthur Snow, The Public Interest Law Industry, in PUBLIC INTEREST LAW: AN ECONOMIC AND INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS 42 (1978). See also id. at 58 tbl.4.8 (of 72 public interest law firms sampled, 14 did prison cases, devoting an average of 30% of their time to representing inmates).


101. See Sturm, Lawyers at the Prison Gates, supra note 13, at 4 n.5; Bronstein, supra note 82, at 11.

102. See Philip B. Taft, Jr., Jail Litigation: Winning in Court is Only Half the Battle, CORRECTIONS MAG. June 1983, at 23, 23 (“Because jails are locally controlled, most of the battles have been waged piecemeal by local legal service attorneys.”). For early examples of legal services jail and prison litigation, see Sinclair v. Henderson, 331 F. Supp. 1123 (E.D. La. 1971) (first successful reported prison litigation in Louisiana, challenging conditions on death row, litigated by legal aid society lawyers); Pounds v. Theard, 230 So. 2d 861 (La. Ct. App. 4th Cir. 1970) (desegregation of New Orleans City jail; listed attorneys worked for New Orleans Legal Assistance); Leo Carroll, Lawful Order: A Case Study of Correctional Crisis and Reform 50-51, 66 (1998) (describing Rhode Island Legal Services representation of inmates in early systemic litigation). Between 1970 and 1990, the National Clearinghouse for Legal Services’ Clearinghouse Review reported on 327 jail and prison conditions cases, almost all conducted by legal services organizations. See also Inmates of Suffolk County Jail v. Eisenstadt, 360 F. Supp. 676, 684 (D. Mass. 1973) (“During the past few years, due largely to the courage of young poverty-program lawyers, the soul-chilling inhumanity of conditions in American prisons has been thrust upon the judicial conscience.”). For a more recent, but pre-1996, assessment of legal services involvement in corrections litigation, see Sturm, Lawyers at the Prison Gates, supra note 13, at 53-69.

Whatever their organizational home, the repeat plaintiffs’-side prison litigators shared information and strategy, both informally and formally. For example, in 1972, the federal Office of Economic Opportunity and the Ford Foundation gave a grant to the American Bar Association to start up the National Resource Center on Correctional Law and Legal Services, a “backup center,” which could provide legal services lawyers with advice and model pleadings. Between 1970 and 1990, the National Clearinghouse for Legal Services also published relevant articles and descriptions of jail and prison cases in its *Clearinghouse Review* and made pleadings available to legal services lawyers. For several years in the early 1970s, the American Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Section and its Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services published the *Prison Law Reporter*, which reported on judicial decisions, reprinted plaintiff’s briefs and other pleadings, and published topical bibliographies and news of various organizations’ activities. And from 1978 to 1981, the National Prison Project, among other groups, supported a similar publication called *Prison Law Monitor*. Notwithstanding all this communication, the varying resources, goals, and strategies of these groups also shaped prison litigation’s history, affecting what claims the groups made, what violations were found, and the eventual remedies chosen. For example, LDF pioneered the argument that conditions in a given facility or part of a facility violated the Eighth Amendment. The ACLU, by contrast, maybe because of its civil liberties background, focused on due process issues in its early prison cases. Once the ACLU broadened its approach, it began to emphasize overcrowding, per-

---


106. An LDF attorney, William Bennett Turner, conducted what seems to be only the second trial in the country that asserted that prison conditions amounted to cruel and unusual punishment. The case, which concerned conditions in the “isolation unit” of New York’s Dannemora prison, was *Wright v. McMann*, 257 F. Supp. 739 (N.D.N.Y. 1966), *revd.*, 387 F.2d 519, 521-26 (2d Cir. 1967), *on remand*, 321 F. Supp. 127 (N.D.N.Y. 1970) (trial held Oct. 15, 1968), *affd. in part and revd. in part*, 460 F.2d 126 (2d Cir. 1972). The first such trial had been conducted the year before, in *Jordan v. Fitzharris*, 257 F. Supp. 674 (N.D. Cal. 1966); inmate Robert Charles Jordan, Jr’s lawyer, Charles Cohler, had graduated the year before from Harvard Law School and was appointed by the court. Cohler explains that the theory on which he tried and won the case had been pleaded by his client, a prolific and accomplished writ-writer. Telephone Interview with Charles B. Cohler (March 16, 1999).

107. See Alvin J. Bronstein, *Representing The Powerless: Lawyers Can Make a Difference*, 49 Me. L. Rev. 1, 13 (1997) (“In our early years, we were doing a lot of narrow cases — you know, the lawyer’s hangup — procedural due process, which basically doesn’t change anything, at least in the prison context. It gets you the fair procedures and then the prison officials make the same old unfair decisions. Their decisions then were insulated from court review because you had all these due process procedures.”). *Landman v. Royster*, 333 F.
haps because of an interest in encouraging decarceration techniques such as alternative sentencing and early release, and perhaps because the threat of overcrowding remedies unpalatable to prison officials, such as population caps, induced defendants to make settlement concessions in other areas. Cases brought by legal services offices tended to be more limited, perhaps because prison litigation was not their primary purpose. And because they relied on government rather than foundation funding, legal services offices were more subject to political pressure.

To illustrate how discussion of the prisoners’ lawyers might have deepened Feeley and Rubin’s account, consider the Arkansas litigation, to which the authors devote a good deal of attention. As they note, federal District Judge J. Smith Henley was a particularly active presence in several of the Arkansas cases (pp. 56–73), and the defendants were especially willing to admit, on the record, to their own problems (pp. 60–61). Nonetheless, the series of cases about conditions in Arkansas’ prisons stayed very limited for their first five years, as attorney after attorney was appointed to represent the inmates. It was not until the fifth case that Judge Henley appointed a civil rights lawyer as plaintiffs’ counsel, when he chose Philip Kaplan, an LDF cooperating attorney who had litigated numerous school desegregation cases in Arkansas. As Feeley and Rubin describe, Kaplan and his appointed co-counsel Jack Holt broad-
ened the Arkansas litigation to include a Thirteenth Amendment attack on the prison systems’ use of forced labor, an Eighth Amendment attack on its general conditions and practices, and an Equal Protection Clause attack on its system of race segregation (p. 62). Where the earlier stages of the litigation had been short-lived and piecemeal, this fifth stage was the occasion for more intrusive relief of far longer duration. What Feeley and Rubin fail to note is that the inspiration and support for this comprehensive approach came from LDF staff: according to a history of LDF, when Kaplan was appointed to the Arkansas litigation, he called William Bennett Turner, one of LDF’s prison litigators (who later represented the plaintiffs in the Texas Ruiz litigation) and the two drafted the amended complaint together. Thus Holt did not become the landmark case Feeley and Rubin describe until it was taken on by a civil rights lawyer with ties to the evolving national prisoners’ rights bar. Feeley and Rubin’s failure to incorporate such circumstances undermines the usefulness of their theory in understanding these cases.

Another important plaintiffs’-side player in prison litigation was the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division. If not quite a trailblazer in prison litigation, the Department was an early force. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 gave the Department statutory litigating authority to sue for the integration of public facilities, including jails and prisons. After filing its first correc-

1967), relief augmented, 404 F.2d 571 (8th Cir. 1968), one of the appointed lawyers was Edward L. Wright, who concurrently headed up the American Bar Association committee that wrote the 1970 Code of Professional Responsibility. Wright was elected president of the ABA shortly thereafter. See Edward L. Wright, The Code of Professional Responsibility: Its History and Objectives, 24 ARK. L. REV. 1. 1-2 (1970); Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., The Future of Legal Ethics, 100 YALE L.J. 1239, 1252 (1991) (describing Wright). And Steele Hays, the lawyer Judge Henley appointed in the fourth case, Holt v. Sarver, 300 F. Supp. 825 (E.D. Ark. 1969) (“Holt I”), was the son of a long-time Arkansas congressman; he was appointed to the state judiciary the same year he represented the inmates (and was eventually elected to the Arkansas Supreme Court, where he served for years alongside Chief Justice Holt). See Brief Sketches of Judges on State Supreme Court, ARK. GAZETTE, July 23, 1990, at 6A; Editorial, For Justice Hays Again, ARK. GAZETTE, Oct. 14, 1990, at 2C.

114. GREENBERG, Crusaders, supra note 33, at 457.

115. In the interests of full disclosure, I should note that I served as a trial attorney in the Special Litigation Section of the Civil Rights Division from 1995 to 1998 and that much of my work there was on jail and prison litigation.

116. The Department did bring a number of criminal prosecutions of prison guards, for violation of inmates’ civil rights, as early as the 1950s. See sources cited supra note 25.

117. See Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000b (1994); HANDLER, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, supra note 82, at 114-15 (arguing that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 reflected Congress’s recognition that “the courts and social-reform groups could not fight desegregation battles alone”; “[t]he federal government . . . would, it was hoped, . . . relieve some of the burden on the civil-rights organizations”) (citation omitted). In addition, the Attorney General had enforcement authority under Title VI of the Act, which provided that “[n]o person . . . shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.” Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
tional desegregation lawsuit in 1969, the Justice Department soon got into the prison and jail desegregation business in a fairly serious way, initiating its own desegregation investigations and lawsuits and intervening in a number of privately initiated desegregation lawsuits. Justice Department authority to participate in more general conditions cases was somewhat shaky. Nonetheless, the Civil Rights Division typically used the occasion of desegregation lawsuits to reach more general conditions as well, whatever the technicalities of litigating authority. For example,


See also Memorandum from Stephen A. Whinston, Attorney, Special Litigation Section, to Paul S. Lawrence, Acting Chief, Special Litigation Section (Mar. 3, 1978) (discussing proposed litigation concerning the Vernon Parish Jail); Memorandum from Civil Rights Division to the Attorney General (Aug. 8, 1978) (setting out details of desegregation investigations and litigations against numerous Louisiana parish jails).


121. See United States v. Solomon, 419 F. Supp. 358 (D. Md. 1976), aff’d, 563 F.2d 1121 (4th Cir. 1977) (holding that in the absence of statutory authority the Attorney General may not sue to remedy unconstitutional conditions of confinement for institutionalized people with mental retardation); United States v. Mattson, 600 F.2d 1294 (9th Cir. 1979) (same); United States v. Philadelphia, 644 F.2d 187 (3d Cir. 1980) (same, for allegedly unconstitutional actions by police department).

122. See Memorandum from James P. Turner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, to Jerris Leonard, Assistant Attorney General, re. Wyandotte County jail lawsuit (Oct. 22,
the Department relied on its Title III desegregation authority to intervene in 1971 in the second of the statewide prison conditions cases, Gates v. Collier, which dealt with the Mississippi State Penitentiary at Parchman. Once a part of the case, the Department challenged the conditions at Parchman on grounds moving far beyond the Equal Protection Clause. In addition, through the 1970s, the Department was asked or ordered by numerous judges to appear in various kinds of non-desegregation institutional reform cases, including jail and prison conditions cases, and it appeared in others on its own initiative. In total, prior to 1980, the Department of Justice was either plaintiff, plaintiff-intervenor, or amicus (almost always “litigating amicus,” participating in discovery, negotiation, and presentation of evidence) in more than ten of the largest and most comprehensive prison cases (four of which had desegregation components) and in a number of jail cases.


125. For description and discussion of one order requesting Justice Department participation, see Stewart, Justice, 426 U.S. 925 (1976) (Rehnquist, J.) (dissenting from denial of certiorari). See also Civil Rights for Institutionalized Persons: Hearings on H.R. 2439 and H.R. 5791 before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong. 297-306 (1977) (written submission by Civil Rights Division, listing other jail and prison cases in which judges requested or ordered the United States to appear, either as a party or as amicus).


127. In addition to the jail desegregation and conditions cases cited supra notes 118-120 & 124, see also: Tyler v. Perench, No. 74-40 C(2) (E.D. Mo. judgment entered Oct. 2, 1974)
Assessment of the Department of Justice’s resources, goals and strategies aids a great deal in understanding the shape of litigated prison reform. When the Civil Rights Division was involved, general conditions cases could more easily be statewide, and more comprehensive, because the Division called upon the FBI to perform statewide investigations and paid the (very high) expenses of such comprehensive litigation, including expert fees. Even when the Division did not seek, or was not successful in seeking, to widen the issues past desegregation, the consent decrees the Division negotiated typically required the defendant jail or prison to devise a standardized scheme for assigning inmates to housing and custody and security levels. Such “objective classification” is a substantial safeguard against segregation, but it is also much more. Penologists consider “objective classification” a significant reform measure contributing to prison safety as well as regularity (and lack of favoritism) because it forces prison officials to gather and use individual information about each inmate and his or her background and adaptation to prison life. This kind of decree provision contributed to the “bureaucratization” that Feeley and Rubin, like other scholars, identify as an important outcome of litigated prison reform. Most significantly, though, the Civil Rights Division’s participation was subject to political changes to an even greater extent than the activities of legal services offices. The inauguration of the Reagan administration halted Justice Department initiation of new lawsuits.

128. Cf. Handler, Social Movements, supra note 82, at 117 (“During the period of the [school] desegregation campaigns, social change through law-reform litigation simply required too many individual lawsuits in too many places. The social-reform groups required the active intervention of the federal government. When this happened the pace of desegregation quickened. When the federal government backed off, the pace slackened.”).


at least for several years, and the Department even switched sides in a number of its ongoing litigations.

Consideration of the nonjudicial participants in litigated prison reform not only augments Feeley and Rubin’s factual account of the movement, it also enables more nuanced, and I think more accurate, interpretation of those facts. For example, Feeley and Rubin identify the difference between prisons in the South and prisons elsewhere as the “problem” that prompted litigated prison reform. They argue that it was this variance in penal philosophy that cued judicial embrace of prison reform, and that the judicial response to the southern variant of prison was homogenization, forcing the outlier southern prisons to conform to the national model. I think they greatly overstate the point. It is true that a number of prison systems of the former Confederate states — especially systems in Mississippi, Arkansas (pp. 52-55), Louisiana, and the


major facilities in Texas — were run for many years on a “plantation” model. These self-financing forced-labor farm prisons were direct heirs to the slave plantation and the near-slavery systems of labor peonage and convict-leasing that succeeded the end of Reconstruction in the South. (Not all the southern prisons were run on a plantation model — something Feeley and Rubin would

---


138. Mark Carleton wrote in 1971 that “[b]oth the facilities and the philosophy of prisons in the South, especially in the Deep South, were tailor made for black convicts as viewed by their white former masters in the post-Civil War period. Today, despite gradual alterations and nominal progress, these institutions remain much as they were at the turn of the century . . . . Systems which have managed most successfully to diversify their operations away from farming, thereby serving more effectively the needs of modern rehabilitation, are located where there are fewer blacks and, hence, fewer black convicts — the border states and Texas.” Carleton, supra note 136, at 197; see id. at 197-98 (identifying Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana as the worst of the southern systems); see also Blake McKelvey, American Prisons: A History of Good Intentions 197-216 (1977).

139. See Schmidt, Peonage Cases, supra note 22, at 650-55. As Schmidt describes, peonage was a system under which private employers forcibly conscripted laborers who they claimed had signed and broken labor contracts; in his description, it encompasses convict leasing as well.


For a comprehensive look at the convict leasing system, state by state, that describes the “penal plantation[s]” of Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana, and the farming operations of Florida, Georgia, and North Carolina, as part of the effort to “solve the labor problem” caused by the reformist abolition of convict leasing, see Hilda Jane Zimmerman, Penal Systems and Penal Reforms in the South Since the Civil War 444-73 (1947) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Carolina).

141. See Southern Regional Council, The Delta Prisons: Punishment for Profit 1 (March 1968) (“In general, the abolition of [convict] leasing produced two different systems: a work camp system in the Southeastern states, and a state farm system in the South central states. . . . The county camp system . . . allows local governments to use prison labor to maintain roads and other public works.”); John Bartlow Martin, Break Down the Walls: American Prisons: Present, Past, and Future 205-09 (1954) (describing road crew work as leading farm work in southern prisons, and observing that “[t]he main object of southern penology is to get some work out of wrongdoers”). Virginia and Georgia, for example, were mixed systems. See Landman v. Royster, 333 F. Supp. 621, 626 (E.D. Va. 1971) (describing mixed system with non-farm penitentiary holding 1100 inmates, various farm units holding 2400, and road camps holding 2200); Paul W. Keve, The History of Corrections in Virginia 5 (1986) (describing penal farm and road camps); id. at 119-25 (describing road camps and lime-grinding plants); Georgia Advisory Comm. to the U.S. Comm. on Civil Rights, Georgia Prisons 14-36 (1976) (describing a mixed system, with industries and farming at Reidsville, the largest Georgia facility, and other kinds of operations elsewhere; one quarter of the states’ inmates were housed in county facilities to do road work). Moreover, many states that had once run either road or farm operations had ended them by the time of the onset of litigated reform. Alabama, for example, had largely ended its plantation system a few years prior to the onset of prison reform litigation. See Pugh v. Locke, 406 F. Supp. 318, 326 (M.D. Ala. 1976) (describing pervasive idleness in Alabama system); Ray A. March, Alabama Bound: Forty-Five Years Inside a Prison System 67 (1978) (oral history of Warden Oscar Dees, describing reforms of 1955 or 1960); id. at 70-74 (describing unused farm land). See also McKelvey, supra note 138, at 328-29 (describing reforms in Maryland, South Carolina, and Florida); Southern Regional Council, supra, at 3 (describing “many of the state systems, especially the work camp-oriented systems of the
have done better to acknowledge. Road camp systems, in which inmates were spread around the state to work in chain gangs along county roads, were equally, if not more, common throughout the South.) But although the plantation model, and, more generally, southern prisons, were the subject of litigated attack and resulting reform, the historical evidence belies the claim that the litigated reform movement had its origins in the southern plantation prisons’ deviance from a widely accepted national norm of what prisons should look like.

The evidence against this claim of origins is simple: the southern cases happened concurrent with, not earlier than, prison and jail cases all over the nation in which courts ordered remedies for unconstitutional conditions. In 1966, for example, a California district court issued an injunction regulating solitary confinement cells, which were an important instrument of control in that state’s prison system.\textsuperscript{142} The Second Circuit made a similar ruling relating to New York’s system in 1967.\textsuperscript{143} In 1969, Judge Raymond Pettine entered the first of many orders regulating conditions at Rhode Island’s one-prison correctional system.\textsuperscript{144} In 1971, a lawsuit on behalf of inmates at Attica over prison officials’ post-riot abuse and interrogation won quick preliminary injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{145} And it was only September 1972 when Ohio saw its first major prison decree in \textit{Taylor v. Perini}, which governed many aspects of conditions at the Marion Correctional Institution, a facility that housed over 1300 inmates.\textsuperscript{146} Moreover, though comprehensive data is not available, it seems that the majority of the earliest jail litigation

\footnotesize

Southeast,” as “hav[ing] undergone some degree of reform in recent years,” and naming as sites of reform Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee).


\textsuperscript{143} Wright v. McMann, 387 F.2d 519 (2d Cir. 1967). \textit{See discussion supra} notes 35 & 106 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{145} Inmates of Attica Correctional Facility v. Rockefeller, 453 F.2d 12 (2d Cir. 1971).

was nonsouthern; this regional pattern has continued into the present.

Besides, since Feeley and Rubin set up the issue not as one of fact, but of felt experience, it is even more significant that when contemporary observers wrote about early prison cases, they did not focus on the distinctive southern flavor of the plantation prison. They did not, that is, trumpet *Holt v. Sarver* as the paradigm case; rather, they joined description of *Holt* with discussion of *Jordan v. Fitzharris* (from California's Soledad prison), *Wright v. McMann* (from New York's Dannemora prison), and *Rhem v. Malcolm* (from the Manhattan House of Detention for Men, known as “the Tombs”). Although scholarly case studies written more recently almost all concern the South, this should not hide the very real impact of the nonsouthern cases in shaping the litigation as a national movement.

At the same time, Feeley and Rubin are indisputably correct that prison (if not jail) litigated reform was more prevalent in the South than elsewhere. But several explanations with more per-

---


148. Indeed, southern jails have consistently been underrepresented among those jails subject to court order. For example, at the time of the most recent national jail census, in 1993, jails in the South housed about 40% of the nation’s jail inmates, but southern jails housed just 33% of those inmates in jails subject to court order. Data are derived from Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Justice, National Jail Census, 1993 (1996) [ICPSR 6648] [hreimafter Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1993 Jail Census] (raw data available from the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (visited June 1, 1999) <http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACJD/archive.html>). I am including as “southern” the states of the Confederacy — Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia — and the District of Columbia.


150. An important exception is last year’s addition to the case study literature, Carroll, supra note 102, which examines the Rhode Island prison litigation. A great deal of the case study literature is catalogued by Sturm, Legacy and Future, supra note 13, at 648-52.

suasive power than Feeley and Rubin’s incubator theory suggest themselves once the theoretical lens is widened so that sustained prison litigation is not conceptualized as primarily caused by judges’ perception of a “problem.” Looking, instead, at the interaction between sympathetic judges and a set of advocates who saw a potential for urging change by lawsuit and had both resources to bring case after case and expertise to work effectively within the legal frameworks governing both contested and settled orders. I can propose several alternative explanations. Each is consistent, as Feeley and Rubin’s southern incubator theory is not, with the non-southern flavor of jail orders, which were largely litigated by federally funded legal services offices spread around the country. Perhaps the South was the site of the biggest and most sweeping judicial interventions into prison administration because the South was where LDF had cooperating attorneys interested in prison reform. Perhaps it was because the South was where the segregated prisons were most concentrated (in both plantation and nonplantation systems), giving the litigants and judges a clear doctrinal hook for a federal case. Or perhaps it was that the Civil Rights Division focused its efforts on the South, where its desegregation authority was most helpful, and where judges sympathetic to civil rights litigation had by 1970 grown accustomed, in school desegregation cases, to looking to the Division for assistance in civil rights injunctive suits. Or, to leave the realm of institutional answers for a moment, perhaps the South simply had worse prisons, so that a national trend toward litigated reform had its greatest impact there. Whatever the reason, it seems to me unlikely that its answer can be derived through a description so exclusively focused on judges. For these cases, Feeley and Rubin’s theory obscures rather than furthers analysis.

\[\text{AND FEDERAL ADULT CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, 1995 (1998) (ICPSR 6953) [hereinafter BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, 1995 PRISON CENSUS] (raw data available from the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (visited June 1, 1999) <http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACJD/archive.html>). As with jails, I am including as “southern” the states of the Confederacy (see supra note 148 for list) and the District of Columbia (which houses its prisoners in Virginia).}\]

152. National prison litigation shops not only had resources and expertise; they also had the geographic scope to bring lawsuits in districts whose federal judges were likely to hand down “some useful precedent.” Bass interview, supra note 91.

153. See DOOLEY & HOUSEMAN, supra note 100, at 26-27.


155. For cases in which the United States intervened as plaintiff, see supra notes 120 & 124.
III. BEYOND THE JUDGE

As I stated at this review’s outset, Feeley and Rubin have a great deal of company when they place the judge at the center of the action in litigated institutional reform. At the same time, my advocacy of a more populated analysis is hardly new. As its footnotes reveal, this review has followed the lead of, particularly, Susan Sturm, who has written a rich set of articles about prison litigation. More theoretically, it was more than fifteen years ago that Robert Cover described members of social movements as “jurisgenerative” — law-creating — and of judges as only, and derivatively, “jurispathic” — law-killing, by their choice of one or another legal visions presented to them. And many political scientists and sociologists have long advocated “bottom-up” analysis of litigation as reform tool, focusing less on judges and more on litigants, less on courts altogether and more on disputes, wherever they occur. In a fascinating recent book in this tradition, political scientist Charles Epp examines what he calls the American “rights revolution” of the 1960s, along with similar “revolutions” in India, Britain, and Canada. He concludes that “the common emphasis on constitutional provisions and judges is exaggerated” as a causal explanation for these law reform campaigns. His comparative data undermine “judge-centered explanation[s],” but buttress the account I have offered here — as he puts it, law reform by litigation “depends on resources, and resources for rights litigation depend on a support structure of rights-advocacy lawyers, rights-advocacy organizations, and sources of financing.”

156. See supra notes 10, 12, & 13 and accompanying text.
159. Generative books setting out bottom-up visions are Stuart A. Scheingold, The Politics of Rights: Lawyers, Public Policy, and Political Change (1974), and Joel Handler’s Social Movements and the Legal System, supra note 82. Also relevant are two major works arguing that courts are ineffective agents of social change, Donald L. Horowitz’s The Courts and Social Policy, supra note 12, and Gerald N. Rosenberg’s The Hollow Hope, supra note 13. For a fairly recent guide to the debate and the sources, see, for example, Michael W. McCann, Reform Litigation on Trial, 17 L. & Soc. Inquiry 715, 729-42 (1992) (reviewing Rosenberg, supra). And for an excellent collection of articles situated in the “bottom-up” school, see CAUSE LAWYERING: POLITICAL COMMITMENTS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES (Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold eds., 1998). Recent examples of similar thinking inside constitutional theory are William N. Eskridge, Jr., Public Law from the Bottom Up, 97 W. Va. L. Rev. 141 (1994), and Michael J. Klarman, Rethinking the Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Revolutions, 82 Va. L. Rev. 1, 32 (1996) (calling for scholarship “identifying and elaborating the background historical forces that rendered possible the postwar revolution in civil rights and civil liberties jurisprudence” that undercut “the myth of the Court’s countermajoritarian heroics”).
161. Id. at 14, 18.
Perhaps because most of the scholars examining civil rights injunctive cases as a special field of inquiry have been lawyers, not social scientists, they have not situated their work either in or in opposition to the political scientists’ “decentered” scholarship. Feeley and Rubin are certainly familiar with the debate between “bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches; Feeley, a political scientist, has been a long-time participant. I therefore must add to my regret about their judge-centeredness an additional regret that they elected to forgo the opportunity to bridge the gap between literatures, by explaining the theoretical underpinnings of their approach. Still, if, as I have argued, litigated prison reform cannot support the conceptual framework Feeley and Rubin seek to impose on it, Feeley and Rubin’s provocative book nonetheless contains many insights into courts and cases. It is an important contribution both to the scholarly debates about litigated reform of prisons and other institutions and to discussion of the phenomenology of judicial doctrinmaking.

While it would be foolish to “replace a theory of judicial control of the agenda with its mirror image, a theory of complete control by strategic litigators,” it is time, I think, to complicate the picture scholars draw of institutional reform litigation. The task is an important one: although litigated reform of governmental institutions is no longer exciting simply because novel, it remains a regular and consequential component of the interaction between the court system and the executive and legislative branches of state and local governments. In the area of jails and prisons, litigated reform

162. I borrow this term from McCann, supra note 159, at 730.
164. EPP, THE RIGHTS REVOLUTION, supra note 96, at 22; Wasby, supra note 105, at 352 (“Litigation for social change . . . is often reflexive and far from completely planned, with many constraints on the planning of litigation campaigns, many detours along the road to organizational goals and much flexibility of action by both the litigation organizations and individual staff attorneys.”).
165. There has, unfortunately, been a decided decrease in the amount of scholarly analysis of civil rights structural injunction cases in recent years, perhaps because of the oft-stated view that this type of lawsuit has become rarer. See, e.g., p. 145 (litigated reform of prison had by late 1980s “run its course”); Marcus, supra note 10, at 648. (“Chayes’s focus on public law litigation seems ill-conceived because the incidence of the kind of lawsuits he had in mind — school desegregation and prison conditions cases — was waning even as he wrote.”). It is true that the number of class action filings and of civil rights class action filings, brought both by prisoners and nonprisoners, followed a downward trend from their peak in the mid 1970s until the early 1990s (when the numbers leveled off, and even seem to have started increasing). See Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Annual Report of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (annual volumes for the years 1972-1997). But because institutional reform cases frequently last for many years, all that we can conclude from decreases in new class action filings is that their number probably is not increasing as fast as it used to — not that it is decreasing. The empirical work necessary to evaluate trends in injunctive litigation has not been done, but the claim of decreasing significance seems to me incorrect. While it is certainly true that school
continues apace: at last count, 27% of the nation’s state prisons, housing 39% of the nation’s state prisoners, and about 17% of the nation’s jails, housing about 40% of the nation’s jail inmates were under court order. New focuses of correctional litigation include the needs of women inmates, and inmates with disabilities. Despite decades of practical and scholarly experience with institutional reform litigation, its causes, its successes, and its failures remain little understood. But the practice now has sturdy roots and corresponding staying power, and understanding its origins and contours is important on its own and as a way of illuminating law as a source of social change generally.

Scholarly interest in prison reform, and in institutional reform litigation more broadly, should be augmented by the recently en-
acted Prison Litigation Reform Act ("PLRA"), which has significantly altered the rules of prison, jail, and juvenile facility litigation. Most notably, the PLRA radically curtails fee shifting, and mandates that, like contested orders, consent decrees must henceforth rest on a judicial finding both as to constitutional violation and as to appropriate scope. As a result of this second change, the PLRA requires parties who seek to settle prison cases to choose between "private settlement agreements," the substantive scope of which may be as broad as the parties agree but which are unenforceable in federal court, or substantively narrower but enforceable court orders. The PLRA further requires "termination" of any order (uncontested or litigated) on motion by a party, if the ordered relief is more than two years old and no longer necessary to remedy a current and ongoing constitutional violation; this new rule is provoking nationwide relitigation of previously quiet cases, with mixed outcomes. As with efforts to understand the origins and history, analysis of the current trends in prison litigation will require careful examination of nonjudicial actors and the process and structure of the litigation; while the PLRA does alter the power of judges in correctional litigation, its effect on the forms of bargaining and on the bargaining positions of the parties is far greater.

More generally, outside jails and prisons, there is a large amount of current litigation and ongoing court-ordered reform in the ar-

---


175. Compare, e.g., Ruiz v. Johnson, 37 F. Supp.2d 855 (S.D. Tex. 1999) (denying motion to terminate on alternative bases that the PLRA’s termination provisions are unconstitutional, and that conditions in the Texas prison system impose “current and ongoing” constitutional harm on inmates), with Parrish v. Atlanta Dept. of Corrections, 156 F.3d 1128 (11th Cir. 1998) (finding as a matter of law no “current and ongoing” constitutional violations at the Lauderdale County Jail, in Alabama).

176. For example, it removes from district judges the general authority to grant or approve “prisoner release orders,” which include certain population caps. 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(3).

177. See, e.g. 18 U.S.C. §§ 3626(a)(1), (g)(1), (g)(6), (g)(7) (allowing “private settlement agreements” that do not comply with new restrictions on entry of court orders in prison cases).
areas of, for example, child welfare, mental health and mental retardation facilities, juvenile correctional facilities, public housing, and public school funding. And new areas of litigation are opening up. At the same time, several important private funding sources of reform litigation have recently cut back their


179. See Olmstead v. L.C., 119 S. Ct. 2176 (1999) (holding that unnecessary institutionalization of people with mental illness and mental retardation can be unlawful discrimination); Bazelon Ctr. for Mental Health Law, People with Disabilities and the Right to Adequate and Appropriate Public Services (Sept. 1996).


182. See Florence Wagman Roisman, Long Overdue: Desegregation Litigation and Next Steps to End Discrimination and Segregation in the Public Housing and Section 8 Existing Housing Programs, 4 CITYSCAPE 171, 194-96 (1999) (listing desegregation cases involving HUD).


support,\textsuperscript{185} and opponents of the litigation continue to contest the appropriateness of litigated law reform and courts as forums for regulation of governmental institutions.\textsuperscript{186} The PLRA may be just the first in a series of statutes aiming to limit reform litigation.\textsuperscript{187}

Institutional reform litigation is not a judicial movement but a political practice.\textsuperscript{188} How courts began, and whether they continue, to be an arena for such litigation; how the litigation looks; and whether it succeeds or fails are functions not simply of judicial will and role, but of the goals, resources, and actions of many groups and actors, filtered through the rules of litigation. If scholars are going to be useful observers and analysts of this universe of cases, we must free ourselves from our long-bred urge to talk only about judges and open our eyes instead to the full range of participants and forces at work.

\textsuperscript{185} See Sturm, \textit{Legacy and Future}, supra note 13, at 643 & n.14 (describing cutoff in funding of prison litigation by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, and decrease in funding of public interest litigation by the Ford Foundation).

\textsuperscript{186} Cf. \textsc{Jean Stefancic} & \textsc{Richard Delgado}, \textsc{No Mercy: How Conservative Think Tanks and Foundations Changed America’s Social Agenda} (1996).

\textsuperscript{187} See Judicial Improvement Act of 1999, S. 248, 106th Cong., 145 \textsc{Cong. Rec.} S701 (daily ed. Jan. 19, 1999); Judicial Improvement Act of 1998, S. 2163, 105th Cong, 144 \textsc{Cong. Rec.} S6188 (daily ed. June 11, 1998). This is not to say, however, that Congress will be able to shut down categories of litigation it doesn’t like. Prison reform litigation is proving unexpectedly resistant to the most ambitious congressional efforts to radically change its nature. See, \textit{e.g.}, William J. Taylor, \textit{Apocalypse Not: The Impact of the Prison Litigation Reform Act on Settlement in Prison Conditions Cases} (unpublished manuscript) (finding that predictions that PLRA would all but eliminate settlement of prison reform cases are proving false; parties and courts continue to enter settlements and decrees).

\textsuperscript{188} See, \textit{e.g.}, John Denvir, \textit{Towards a Political Theory of Public Interest Litigation}, 54 \textsc{N.C. L. Rev.} 1133 (1976); Diver, \textit{Judges as Powerbrokers}, supra note 12, at 45 (discussing institutional reform lawsuits as “component[s] of the continuous political bargaining process that determines the shape and content of public policy”); Xavier de Souza Briggs & Robin A. Lenhardt, \textit{After the Gavel Falls: Race, Community Politics, and Suburban Housing} 3 (Mar. 1998) (unpublished manuscript) (analyzing “complex political processes that do so much, after the gavel falls,” to render courts and their agents effective or ineffective agents of change”).